Inspirational Leadership
by Robin Sharma
5 Steps to Inspirational Leadership

- Everyone is a leader
- Leadership begins with you
- Leaders put people first
- Bias to action
- Leave a footprint
EVERYONE IS A LEADER

- Leadership takes the courage to stretch yourself and the team past a comfort zone and embrace change and not be afraid of it.
- *Get into the unknown* to reveal your uniqueness and greatness.
- We are curious – we love to learn, grow and fulfill our potential.
- Passion, love, build real relationships, *do not judge and do not blame*.
- *Accept responsibility for the team not just yourself.*
LEADERSHIP BEGINS WITH YOU

- One small step, one small act of kindness, one small act of courage or one small act of generosity, one small act of forgiveness.
- Stand for something higher than yourself – do your part.
- *If you blame others you sign away your power.*
- *Lead by your own example.*
- You are a leader – *think, feel and act like one.*
LEADERS PUT PEOPLE FIRST

- *It is ALL about relationships and conversations.*
- Celebrate together – allow the others to be seen as champions.
- *Touch their hearts* - and their minds shall follow!
- Listen to others, care, be authentic – *love only emerges when you are vulnerable.*
- Manners – please and thank you.
- Under promise and over deliver.
- *See yourself as a merchant of WOW.*
The price of discipline is always less that the pain of regret
Give credit.
Do the uncomfortable thing first thing in the morning
The greater the fear the greater the growth possibilities.
1% each day – an improvement on health for example will produce a 50% change in a month and a half – same for knowledge etc.
Small daily acts of greatness will get you there.
1% a day each day – one small step to a colossal future.
LEAVE A FOOTPRINT

- Realize your human potential and leave a legacy.
- Be significant.